The moonlight is cool.

vennela callagā undunu.

Notes:


వలుగు + నల. [Tel.] n. Curds beaten with water, buttermilk.


వంకరగ చలలకైవచచ ముంత దచనల, చలలక పయ why conceal your pot when you come for buttermilk, i.e., why do you beat about the bush? or, why mince the matter? రాగు or రాగు adj. Cool, cold.

గ (CP Brown Dict p. 0345) [ g ] or గ ga. The adverbial sign, for కన as కననగ correctly, slowly, gently, కననగ crookedly. It is added to the Infinitive in A, as చయగ or చయగ, చూడగ. It is also added to nouns to give them an adverbial force. చలలక పయ తెలుగులోని తెలిసి he provided thee with flowers for arrows. గాడివుండి it is black. క stands for ' yard. In prosody క denotes కన a long syllable, and క or కదము is a spondee. క also stands for కదము prose. In music క is the note called mi in European music.

ఉండ (CP Brown Dict p. 0148) [ u u ] udu. [Tel.] v. n. To be, exist, live. 2. To reside, dwell. 3. To remain, stop, stay. 4. To last, endure, continue. 5. To keep still, stay quiet; 6. To wait. To stand over, remain as a surplus. ఉండపవ, శషంచు. 7. To have. ఉండి కండి కమాడి as I have a wife. "రాగున తెలుగున చలలకైవచచ ముంత దచనల why conceal your pot when you come for buttermilk, i.e., why do you beat about the bush? or, why mince the matter? రాగు or రాగు adj. Cool, cold.
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